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THE NEW GAPITAL AGGORD:
GHALLENGES FOR THE GENTRAL BANK OF NIGERIA
AND NIGERIAN BANKS
BV

MR. ODUFU IGNATIUS IMALA-

1.0

hold, as capital, at least 8% of their

INTRODUCTION

risk-weighted assets. Four risk

lAapital
I - in the life of a bank, like any
otner Dusrness. rI prays Ine
\,

weights or risk buckets were created.

role of a cushion for losses resulting
from crystallisation of the various risks
a business entity is exposed to. lt also
serves to acquire the fixed assets that

has a zero weight. The second bucket
consisting of claims on banks has a

occupies a vital position

The first bucket, which generally
consists of claims on governments,

is

20% weight. The third, residential
mortgage claims, has a 50% weight
and the fourth bucket consisting of

particularly important in banking in
that its adequacy is a comfort to the

claims on consumers and corporations
has a 100% weight. The Accord thus

the business needs. Capital

depositors through the eyes of bank

supervisors, as depositors' funds
become the ready target if the capital
is not sufficient to play its role in the
banking business. lt is not surprising

therefore, that one of the earliest
issues tackled by the Basel
Committee at its inception was capital
convergence. The 1988 Basel Capital

Accord has been adjudged in some

quarters as the single most
successful attempt in the move
towards convergence of international
standards in banking, enabling crosscountry assessment and comparisons.

The new Capital Accord
represents a refinement of the 1988
Accord to meet the inadequacies of
the latter. lt is a complex document

I/R. ODUFU IGNATIUS IIVALA

way in addressing this situation. To
discuss this topic, it is necessary to
briefly summarise the 1988 Accord
and its inadequacies. This is done in
part two of this paper. Part three
introduces the new Accord, the need
for it and its structure. ln part four, the
challenges to both operators and
regulators are discussed while partfive

is devoted to the efforts of the
supervisory authorities to implement
the Accord in Nigeria.

2.0

THE 1988ACCORD

its

successf ul implementation is therefore

capital regulation. The Accord

the understanding of what it advocates
to actualise its objectives. This brings
to the fore the appropriateness of this

explicitly linked capital requirements

to understand. A vital step in

topic for this forum. The enormity of
whatthe newAccord portends has not
really been brought home to even,
surprisingly, many industry insiders.
An understanding of the message of

the new accord by you, financial

correspondents, would go in no small

Accord and subsequent amendments

and additions are believed to have
helped in strengthening the soundness

and stability of the banking system
worldwide. Although originally intended

for internationally active banks in the
G-10 countries, the Accord gained
worldwide adoption with modifications
to suit local peculiarities of the various
regulatory jurisdictions.

Over the years, significant
developments in financial systems
worldwide had laid bare some
weaknesses of the 1988 Accord which

The Basel Committee on
Banking Supervision, in July 19BB
published the current Capital Accord.
It was a major development in bank

that even the initiated had found difficult

provides a benchmark for the
assessment of banks by market
participants. The adoption of the

to a bank's degree of risk. lt also
established minimum capital
requirements that were internationally
comparable, thereby paving the way

for a uniform capital measurement
across countries. The Accord
specif ically created capital
requirements for the credit risk in
banking assets. lt requires that banks

are highlighted in the following
paragraphs:

a) lt presents a broad-brush risk
weighting structure, which, at
best, is a crude measure of
economic risk. This is primarily
because degrees of credit risk
exposure are not sufficiently
calibrated to adequately differentiate
between bonowe/s differing default

risks. ln other words, the capital
ratio calculated using the current
accord might not always be a good

indicator of a bank,s financial

o' l' lmala is the Director, Banking superuision Depaftment, central Ban-k of Nigeria. paper
presented at the g cBN seminar for
Finance correspondents and Businesi Ediiors held at imo
concorde ii,te-t,-owerri, from January 26h-2gh, 2004.
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condition.

3.0

THE NEWACCORD

A related problem is the ability of
banks to arbitrage their regulatory

3.1

The Need

three mutually reinforcing pillars that

Beyond the weaknesses

allow banks and supervisors to
evaluate properlythe various risks that

can

stated above, the rationale for a new
accord stems from the need for more
flexibility and risk sensitivity. The 1988

effectively remove loans from their

Accord focused on a single risk

a)

portfolio and decrease required
capital without a commensurate

measure, i.e. the total amount of bank
capital, for a reduction in the risk of
insolvency and potential cost of bank
failure to depositors. However, safety

capital requirement and exploit the
differences between true economic
risk and risk measured under the

Accord. That

is, they

reduction in their overall credit risk.

Such regulatory arbitrage can
occur in several ways, for
example, through some sort of
asset securitisation. This can also

lead to a shift in banks' portfolio

concentrations to lower quality
assets. For example, claims on
corporation receive the same
100% risk weight regardless of
whether such corporations are

c)

the new Accord would replace the
current 1988 Capital Accord. The
proposal is based on the following

and soundness in today's financial
system can be attained only by the
combination of effective bank-level
management, superuision and market
discipline. The New Accord therefore
focuses more on these.
The new framework provides

banks face: -

Pillarl: Minimum capital
requirements, which seeks to

refine the measurement
framework set out in the 1 988
Accord;
Pillar2: Superuisory review, of

b)

an institution's capital
adequacy and internal
assessment process, and

Pillar 3: Market discipline

c)

through effective disclosure to

encourage safe and sound

a spectrum of approaches for the
measurement of both credit and

banking practices.

highly or lowly rated, or even

operational risks in determining the

riskier than the other.

The proposals contained in the
New Capital Accord represent a wide-

Since the Accord covered only

capital requirements. lt is believed that
capital requirementsthatare more in line
with underlying risks will allow banks to

credit risks, some significant

manage their businesses more efficienfly.

seeks to better align regulatory
capital with economic risk. Under

development in the business of

banking, risk management

3.2

practices, superuisory approaches
and financial markets led to its

amendments. Most impoftantly,
the 1996 Market RiskAmendment

set the minimum

capital
requirements for the financial
market risks inherent in banks'
trading accounts. However,
interest rate risk, operational risk,
legal risk, liquidity and reputation
risks were not explicitly addressed.

d) The 1988 Accord

The Scope

the new proposals, institutions will be

Under the New Accord, capital

able to select from a range of
approaches for more accurately

requirements will apply, on a fully
consolidated basis, to holding
companies that are parents of
predominantly banking groups. lt will
also apply to internationally active

banks, significant banks and fully
domestic banks. Consolidation

notwithstanding, individual banks
would also be tested for capital
adequacy on solo basis. Through

fails to reward
risk mitigating efforts in some

consolidation, the capital requirements

transactions and even discounts

activities in a group containing an
internationally active bank would be

it completely in some cases.
Therefore, there is only a minimal
relief for collateral.

e) ln principle,

the Accord was
devised only for the G-10

ranging and ambitious reform, which

of securities and other financial

capturing, measuring and controlling

credit and operational risks. lt is
envisaged that the more sophisticated
control structures will be rewarded by
lower capital charges. Two of the key
features of the new Accord are the

introduction of a tiered approach to
supervision with a strong emphasis on

allowing banks to make their own
assessments of risk through the use
of internal ratings and secondly, the
introduction of a capital charge for
operational risk. The details of each
of the pillars are explored below.

captured except for insurance entities.

3.3

Pillar

1

The Highlights
The three-tiered approach is

ln June 1999 the Basel

aimed at engendering stronger

internationally active banks and
that informed its narrow focus. At
the time the Accord was released,

Committee issued its first draft of the

incentives for banks to improve their
risk management procedu res, thereby

the Basel Committee was

new Capital Accord. The second
proposal issued in January 2001
extensively expanded the 1999

essentially an affair of the G-10

document. Following extensive and

requirements. Three approaches are
suggested to define credit risk:-

countries.

global comments, a third consultative
document was released in April 2003.

a)

The final document is slated tor release

by the end of 2003. Once finalised,
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benefiting from lower capital

Standardised Approach - use
of external credit assessment
institutions for risk weightings.

','c i.'23
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Foundation lnternal Ratings

I

of internalmodels requiring at

the supervisor have acommon
interest in ensuring that risks
are properly identified and that

least two years of data.

adequate control systems are

Advanced lnternal Ratings
Based (lRB)Approach - use c)

established.

Based (lRB) Approach

o)

-

use

of sophisticated risk

superuisory work will vary from

assessment models, with

bank to bank, depending on
the size and complexity of the

extensive data requirement.

The New Accord sets out
threeoptionsforassessingoperational

d)

ri:sk:-

b)

Basic I ndicator Approach,
Standardised Approach, and

c)

Advanced Measurement

a)

The time taken to perform

Approach

The key element to note in
this regard is that banks can move up
from the standardised approach to the
advanced measurement approach on

the provisions of the New Capital
Accord to suitthe banking environment

of the country, and to ensure
consistent application of the rules
among the banks, so as to maintain a
level playing field. To do this requires
a retraining programme for supervisors

placed to decide on the
intensity of the f utu re

on the provisions of the New Capital
Accord. There is therefore the need
for a massive investment in personnel
and materials (especially lT and Risk
Control Models), to ensure that the
regulatory authorities are in a position

supervision, having obtained

to supervise the financial services

a better understanding of a
bank's risk profile. The
intensity of supervision and
the amount and focus of
supervisory action will
increase in line with the

industry effectively.

institution.
Following a risk assessment,
the supervisor will be better

perceived risk profile of a bank.

an individual business line basis,
without having to upgrade the entire
institution. A significant amount of

services industry to prepare to adapt

4.1.2

lmplementationApproach

The first step in

the

implementation process is the
understanding of the documents,
which had often been described as

Pillar 3

complex. The supervisor needs to be
on top of the situation in order to be
able to take such decisions as which

investment in internal systems will be

Market Discipline:- Market

required to enable banks meet the

discipline will impose on banks

necessary standards.

disclosure obligations which will in turn

of several options to adopt in the
various aspects of the Accord; the

enable the banks to eliminate undue

possibility of phased implementation

risks and unproductive transactions

or adoption of a simpler version.

and encourage managers and other
agents to act more cautiously and

Should some banks still be allowed
to operate on the 1988 Accord while
others move to the New Accord?

Pillar 2

The second pillar of the
framework is concerned with

prudently. The thrust of the idea is

superuisory review and seeks to ensure

that by requiring mandatory disclosure,

that the bank's capital positron is

both the quality and quantity of
disclosure by management would
improve, and therefore enable the
market to function efficiently. lt is

4.1.3

to hold capital in excess of the

obvious that greater transparency will
encourage the management to reduce

minimum regulatory capital ratios. The

risk taking.

compliance with the 1988 Accord. The
present capital adequacy ratio format
is not in full compliance with the 1988
Accord. Such areas as the delineation
of off balance sheet items into different
risk categories, review of risk weights
attached to some balance sheet items

consistent with its overall risk profile
and strategy. The idea is to encourage
early supervisory intervention. Under
this pillar, supervisors can ask banks

new framework emphasizes the
importance of a bank's management

developing an internal capital

4.O

CHALLENGES FOR THE
CBNANDNIGERIANBANKS

assessment process and setting
targets for capitalthat are in line with

the bank's risk profile and control
environment. This internal process
would be subject to supervisory review
and interention, where appropriate.

The benefits of supervisory
review include the following:a)

The supervisor gains a better
understanding of the quality of
managerent, trc characteristics

of the business and the risks
a bank face;
b)

A bank's management and

The New Accord poses

a
number of challenges for the Nigerian

banking system. Generally, there will
be the need to improve the legal and
judicialsystem to support good credit
culture and adequate disclosures.

4.1

Chattenges to the CBN

4.1.1. Capacity Building
The New Capital Accord
throws up a challenge to the regulatory

authorities in the Nigerian financial
76

Full Compliance with the
1988 Accord

There is the issue of full

and even the decision to move the
minimum ratio from the 8% are still
outstanding. These will however be
finally addressed by January 2004 as
per the recent circular on the subject.

4.1.4

The Chailenge of Credit
Rating

With the position of credit
rating under the New Accord, the
development of the business in Nigeria

should not be left to natural evolution
alone. Regulatory authorities may have

Vol.28 No.

to do some jump-starting. This can be

done through issuance of guidelines
on recognition of rating agencies for

the purpose of capital adequacy
measurement and introduction of
incentives for obligors to solicit rating.

Supervisors may also have to
encourage the fiscal authorities to
solicit sovereign rating.

4.1.5

Market framework for risk

mitigation
One of the market innovations

that the new Accord may trigger in
Nigeria is the development of risk

mitigation techniques like asset
securitisation and the increased
issuance of rated bonds. A better
developed capital market is required

for these. At present asset
securitisation is not a household term
in Nigeria. Supervisory authorities may
therefore have to put the necessary
framework in place.

4.1.6

January/March,2004
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Moralhazard of validating
banks' internal systems

Supervisors will need to
validate the internal risk management

to develop, verify and implement their
own models necessary for the IRB
approach. The implication for Nigerian
banks is that they should continuously

enhance their capital base and work

towards improving their credit
processes, in line with the provisions
of the New CapitalAccord, in orderto
enjoy lower capital charges on their

credit and operational risks. This
might require some weak Nigerian
banks merging together to form
stronger banks that can play

uncertain commercial environment,

and they are impacting more on
banking and investment sectors, in
their normal, day-to-day activities.
Banks should closely examine the
ratings of other banks with which they
do business and would take them into

consideration when setting dealing
limits, lending rates, etc.

4.2.5 lnternal versus external
rating

competitively at the global level.

Rating business is at its
infancy in the country; in fact,

4.2.2 GreaterProfessionalism
Nigerian banks must also

generally in developing economies, the
penetration of rating is very low. The
pride of place given rating agencies in

realise that meeting the requirements
of the New Capital Accord will require

the new accord will most likely see
the emergence of these agencies to

greater professionalism by the
industry. lt is no longer enough to
continue to emphasise deposits

provide the seruice. Should a bank now
rely on the judgement of these yet-to-

mobilisation as the in-thing in banking,
but greater attention has to be paid to

own internal system, which may be
more reliable? Many banks have

the uses to which these deposits are
put. To be able to survive on a longer-

already invested substantial resources

term basis, banks must start recruiting

professionals in risk and credit
management, who will be able to
control their risk exposures. The

be-born agencies in preference to its

in credit management function and
thus may be relatively better informed

than external credit agencies to
evaluate proposals.

4.2.6

systems of banks to enable them
adopt the more sophisticated

banks also should have in place risk

approaches. This could have serious

receive active board and senior

The issue of transparency has

management oversight, supported by
adequate policies, procedures, limits
and comprehensive internal controls.

to be taken seriously in the new

4.2.3

improved upon, has the potential of

implication on the integrity and
credibility of the supervisor. This further
underscored the need fortraining and

skill acquisition in advanced risk

management techniques to

Risk Management

adequately equip the supervisor.

Bank managements must
4.2

Challenges for Banks

4.2.1

The new accord will reward

good risk management
culture

To take advantage of the
expected benefits of the Accord will
certainly require early investment in
better risk management and financial
reporting. A large number of banks

worldwide are in the process of
strengthening their risk management
capabilities in the hope of achieving
the most favourable capital treatment
possible. lt is, however, realised that

Transparency

management processes which will

have clear ideas of all the risks their
institutions are exposed to and should
deploy resources forthe measurement,
monitoring and management of the
risks. The risk models should cover

dispensation. Transparency has been

a recurring problem in the financial
industry in Nigeria, and, unless
making nonsense of the efforts of the
supervisors in implementing the New
Accord. lt is hoped that the Bankers
Committee's efforts, through its Ethics
and Professionalism Sub-committee

all types of risks that banks are

and the new Code of Corporate
Governance, would greatly assist
in laying a solid foundation for

exposed to.

transparency in the industry being one

4.2.4

Accord. The evolutionary nature of the
New Accord increasingly cedes more
responsibilities in the measurement of

of the Pillars of the New Capital
Credit Rating

The importance of external
rating agencies in rating the risk
prof iles of banks has been
emphasised by the New Capital
Accord. Banks in Nigeria must gear

capital adequacy to the operators.
Consequently, a bank has to convince

the supervisor of improvement in its
risk management techniques in order

up towards embracing the services of

to rise to a higher level in the

putting in place such appropriate

these rating agencies. Ratings are

systems will be too expensive forthem

becoming increasingly impodant in the

evolutionary ladder. With the present
situation in the banking industry many

77
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banks may remain at the lowest rung
of the ladder of sophistication in the
capital measurement approach.

4.2.7

Self- regulation
The menu of approaches for

the measurement of capital

as

proposed in the New Accord connotes
greater reliance on self-regulation. This

is in line with the thinking in the

set by the Basel Committee. The
successful implementation of any
aspect of the New Accord requires a
lot of data especially on the various
types of risks to which banks are
exposed. Problem of record keeping,
accuracy and timeliness of data is still
prevalent in our system. The issue of
data availability has to be addressed.

ln fact, one of the reasons the

regulatory terrain in Nigeria. ln recent

implementation date of the Accord was
fixed for end 2006 was to allow for the

times, some aspects of supervision
have been transferred to the banks,

challenge would be to build up data on

especially in the areas ol authorisation

probability of defautt.

relevant data to be accumulated. The first

Many Nigerian banks have
tried to mitigate regulatory capital
requirement by transferring some

implementation, a webpage would be
dedicated on the websites of both the
CBN and the NDIC for that purpose.
Meanwhile, in view of the need
to achieve full alignment of the current

Following the release of the

Bank of Nigeria has reviewed the
weights attached to some assets,
provided appropriate guidance on

second consultative documents on the
New Capital Accord in January 2001,

Risk mitigation

regulatory authorities towards the

subsequent amendments as well as
the proposed introduction of the New
CapitalAccord or Basel2, the Central

discipline. From recent experience, the
prospects for this are not very bright,
because of the apparent widespread

4.2.8

operators alike.
For adequate dissemination
information
of
on the activities of the

IMPLEMENTATION OFTHE
NEWACCORD IN NIGERIA

5.0

regulators in ensuring compliance with
the stringent requirements for market
discipline and transparency under the
New Capital Accord.

the training of supervisors and

Capital Adequacy measurement with

continue, the operators will need to

lack of transparency in the market.
This will no doubt pose a serious
challenge both to the operators and

therefore made elaborate provisions for

the 1988 Basel Capital Accord and

and approvals. For the trend to

cooperate with the regulatory
authorities by ensuring market

The Committee appreciate the
importance of training in the
implementation process. lt has

the CBN/NDIC Committee

on

some capital items and increased the
minimum capital Adequacy Ratio f rom
8 to 10 percent with effect f rom

Supervision set up a Committee forthe
implementation of the New Accord in
Nigeria. The Accord Committee hosted

January 2004.

a well-attended workshop in August
2002,lo sensitise the operators in the

6.0

coNcLUSroN

banking system to the implementation

of the New Accord. The Committee

The new accord remains an

stakeholder in the system along in

strengthening the banking industry

saw the need

to carry every ambitious blueprint aimed at

the implementation process.

globally by improving and standardising

Consequently, a number of working
groups were established to address
the various aspects of the Accord.
Three of the working groups, on the
minimum capital requirement, market

regulatory capital levels. The
implementation date of end 2006
seems a long time ahead but both
banks and supervisors should start
preparing immediately. ln fact, the

Perhaps the first question that should

discipline and asset Securitisation,

always be asked is: Where did the
credit risk go? This is because
securitisation cannot make a risk to
disappear; it can only segment and

were predominated by members of the

Bankers Committee, while the

Nigerian market is already far behind.
Banks should not adopt a siddon-look
approach hoping to just plug in at the

remaining two, on supervisory review

appropriatetime. Tl'ere will be prerequisites

process and rating agencies, were
made up mainly of regulators. Other
institutions represented on these

in

assets off balance sheet. Any capital
relief must be tied directly to the credit

risk that is actually transferred.

redistribute the risk. The starting point for
determining whether potenlial credit losses
are transferred to third parties should be
estimating the loss probabilities inherent
in a given portfolio of assets.

4.2.9

Data

termsof data, lTand capacity building.
Beyond that, there will be incentives, in
lower capital charge, for banks that are

working groups are the Securities and
Exchange Commission, the Nigerian

positioned to adopt the more
sophisticated approaches. The

Accounting Standards Board, the
Chartered lnstitute of Bankers of
Nigeria and the Financial lnstitutions

challenges highlighted in this paperare

Training Centre.
The new accord is data driven

The Accord Committee had

especially in the lRB. To be eligible to
use the lRB, banks will be expected

also held discussions with some

to demonstrate that their internal

done extensive work on the new

ratings systems meet the minimum

Accord and who might be very useful

standard and sound practice guidelines

in the implementation programme.

Consultants who are known to have

78

by no means exhaustive but it is
believed that the attempt would bring
home the far-reaching implications of

the New Accord. Forums like this
workshop willcontinue to provide the
system with the sensitisation that the

market requires but it behoves the
individual banks to take concrete steps
to prepare themselves.
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